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Bee just wants to enjoy the good things in life like delicious food and the sweet entertainment of

television, too bad money gets in the way. Join Bee and PuppyCat as they take up magical temp

jobs, lose library books, and learn the importance of cleaning up after themselves in this cute

collection of stories.
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So, technically I own issues 5-8, not volume 2, which means I'm missing out on the cover gallery,

but whatever. I'm always more interested in the ACTUAL comic, not the fancy wrappings.As for

stories...man, I adore "A Coffee Problem." That...that me. Bee is me. Surrounded by hundreds of

disposable coffee cups which I happen to have failed at disposing. Me. "Food" is fairly meh until the

last few panels, and then it's...brilliant and unnerving. And entirely fitting of cute little PC. The latter

half of the book is a little...meh, though. Many single-page stories, rather than any sort of longer

plot. I'm not expecting this comic to span multiple issues with a storyline, but limiting itslef to 3 or 4

stories per issue seems a good idea.Overall, though, if you like Bee and Puppycat, just go ahead

and buy this. It's a delight, and a perfect match to the YouTube episodes. At the very least, it will

make you feel a bit better about your ability to function as an adult.At least...I sincerely hope so.

Otherwise...yesh.



I love Bee and Puppycat so much that it makes me feel a certain kind of happiness I've never felt for

any other show before.The book came in perfectly and there was no dents or bends I was beyond

satisfied with this.I've brought so many things involving this series and I don't ever regret buying a

single thing!If you love Bee and Puppycat as much as I do please buy this! It's so worth it.

It was super cute. Instead of one lengthy story, it was a bunch of shorts written and drawn by

different people. The binding was nice. If you like the series, you'll like this.

This was great with all the beautiful colors and fun acat and if adventures! I love bee and puppycat

and if you love comics and beautifulart this should be your book! :D I liked this one slightly better

than the first one because Deckard is in this one a bit more. :)
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